
photographyaccess + carry organizat ion packing tools

Shoe Pouch available 

compare bags, cubes, accessories:
pkdsn.com/pack
sold separately

securit y + straps

magical strap 
stowage
instantly hide straps 
and waist belt

adjust to the perfect 
size for your trip

adjustable sternum strap

Capture

C-Clips

expansive 
storage
haul massive 
amounts of gear, 
and get to it quickly

high-visibility 
grey interior

weatherproof 
600D nylon 

fabric

robust #10 
main zip

enjoy the simplicity 
of a duffel with the 
support and comfort 
of a backpack

shoulder and waist 
straps stow beneath 
magnetic flaps

best-in-class
back harness

Travel 
Duffelpack 65L

robust grab handles

adaptable size

stowable 
waist 
belt

external 
carry with 
included 

straps

stowable
shoulder 

straps

expansion 
zippers
x2

massive 
side 

pockets
x2

end grab 
handles
x2

Cubes

example 
configuration 1

example 
configuration 2

Packing
Cube Small

Camera 
Cube Medium

= =

15cm 30cm

15cm

Packing
Cube Small

Packing
Cube Small

Camera 
Cube Large

Peak Design Packing Cubes and 
Camera Cubes are designed to fit 
perfectly in our Travel Bags. This 65L 
Duffelpack holds 4 units of Cubes.

Camera Cubes

Medium LargeSmall

shown with 
2 Medium 
size Cubes

*close 
Camera 
Cubes 
before 
transporting 
Duffelpack

available in 
multiple sizes

BDP-65-BK-1 BDP-65-SG-1

Packing
Cubes

Camera
Cubes

Pouches

20L of expansion 
via expansion zips

convenient 
compression via 
external carry 
straps

Duffelpack can fit Pouches even when 
fully packed with Cubes

Peak Design Pouches organize your 
smaller items brilliantly.

Wash
Pouch

Tech
Pouch

designed in San Francisco,
made in Vietnam

stowable
waist belt

20L of 
expansion

600d shell
900d bottom

weatherproof 
construction +
waterproof 
zippers

65L
volume

unpacked
weight

1.77 kg
3.9 lb

M E M B E R
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BTRDP-65-SG-1

pkdsn.com/travelduffelpack

®TM and      2019 Peak Design

designed around 
Peak Design Cubes 
and Pouches

designed in San Francisco,
made in Vietnam

stowable
waist belt

20L of 
expansion

600d shell
900d bottom

weatherproof 
construction +
waterproof 
zippers

65L
volume

unpacked
weight

1.77 kg
3.9 lb

M E M B E R

8 1 8 3 7 3 0 2 1 2 3 8

BTRDP-65-BK-1

pkdsn.com/travelduffelpack

®TM and      2019 Peak Design

designed around 
Peak Design Cubes 
and Pouches

integrated handles

theft-deterrent zips

locked bag

main 
opening

compatible with 
travel locks

side
pockets

pass zip pull 
through to 
inside of bag 

attach zip pull 
to interior 
toggle

1

2

quickly 
secure 
main 
opening

wear stow

fabric made from 
recycled 
post-consumer + 
post-industrial 
plastics

fabric made from 
recycled 
post-consumer + 
post-industrial 
plastics

because no two trips are the same
Travel Bags by Peak Design

mount Camera Cubes to bag 
for stability and security

internal
zippered
pockets

use Capture on Duffelpack’s backpack 
straps or waist belt for secure and 
accessible camera carry

works with  
Capture Clip

Capture Clip
not included!

photography

Capture

C-Clips
mount Camera Cubes to bag 
for stability and security

use Capture on Duffelpack’s backpack 
straps or waist belt for secure and 
accessible camera carry

works with  
Capture Clip

Capture Clip
not included!

65L

35L

45L

duffel style backpack
sac à dos de voyage
ダッフルサイズリュック

travel
duffelpack
65L

travel

register your Duffelpack today
pkdsn.com/register
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